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FAIR data takes work
Challenges at all levels

Findable?

Accessible? 

Interoperable?

Reusable? 

Part of the solution



FAIR-Aware: Part of the solution

● Practical

● Accessible

● Educational

● For anyone working 
with datasets



Findability



Findable?

Not all data exist or are findable. 

Not all data are described or made 
available in a standard way. 

Image: NASA. Screenshot of map of Aceh area. https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/search

https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/search


Findable: minimal description
Description = almost identical to the title



Findable: shortened title

Archeologisch bureau- en verkennend onderzoek -> too broad, there are 
thousands of these type of datasets within EASY





Accessibility



Information used in evaluating data for reuse (n=1677). Percent denotes percentage of respondents.

Gregory, K., Groth, P. Scharnhorst, A., Wyatt, S. (2020). Lost or found? Discovering data needed for research. Harvard Data Science Review. https://doi.org/10.1162/99608f92.e38165eb

https://doi.org/10.1162/99608f92.e38165eb


Accessible? 
Accessing data is important in 
sensemaking, developing trust and 
understanding quality.

Accessing needed data is challenging. 

Accessing metadata can be a starting 
point, even if data are not available. 

Image: The fossils from the Cretaceous age found in Lebanon by Brocken Inaglory. 
Wikimedia Commons under CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_fossils_from_Cretaceous_age_found_in_Lebanon.jpg
https://sites.google.com/site/thebrockeninglory/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Accessible - why restricted?





Interoperability



Interoperable? 
Different sources for different data 

For astronomical data, we have used 
mainly online virtual observatories. The 
general data (for teaching purposes), 
we've used digital/institutional 
repositories (Respondent ID 305)



Interoperable: controlled vocabulary

Rather this than that





Reusability



Reusable?

I am used to working with experts from different areas of knowledge. For me it is 

usual to have partners with different expertise: biology, agronomy, economy…I 

know the language of LCA (life cycle assessment), not of electronics or 

agricultural biology. My limit is not the data that I cannot find, but people 

that can work with these data (Interview 16).



Reusable?
Using open formats can help with 
reuse…

...and also facilitate collaboration. 



Reusable: file formats





Making the work of FAIR data easier

Finding, understanding and reusing 
data involve the work of humans (as 
well as machines)

FAIR-Aware helps with human 
understanding & assessment…

...with the goal of increasing the 
FAIRness of data

...for the purpose of reuse

https://fairaware.dans.knaw.nl



Questions?

Kathleen Gregory
kathleen.gregory@dans.knaw.nl

Charlotte Glas
charlotte.glas@dans.knaw.nl

Linas Cepinskas (FAIR-Aware)
linas.cepinskas@dans.knaw.nl 

mailto:kathleen.gregory@dans.knaw.nl
mailto:charlotte.glass@dans.knaw.nl
mailto:linas.cepinskas@dans.knaw.nl


Questions?

● Do you recognize these situations from your work or 
have similar experiences? 

● Do you have other ideas for facilitating 
understanding the FAIR principles?

● Is the language used in the FAIR-Aware tool clear? 
Is anything confusing in the tool itself? 

● ...
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